1. DOUBLE TIGHT, TE PASS
2. STACK RIGHT, FAKE 24 BOOTLEG PASS
3. SPREAD, FAKE 26 FLANKER DUMP
4. STACK LEFT, FAKE 23 Y PASS
5. SPREAD MOTION RIGHT, X PASS
6. DOUBLE TIGHT 28 SWEEP
7. SPREAD LEFT, STRONG RIGHT, 37 FAKE, 28 PITCH
8. SPREAD RIGHT, STRONG LEFT, 36 SWEEP, X REVERSE
9. SPREAD LEFT, STRONG RIGHT 28 PITCH
10. STRONG LEFT, DOUBLE TIGHT, FLANKER LEAD 23 DIVE
11. DEEP RIGHT, POWER RIGHT, 27 FAKE BOOTLEG, 17 X REVERSE
12. X-TIGHT, POWER RIGHT DUMP 28
13. DOUBLE TIGHT, POWER RIGHT, 22 FAKE TE SWEEP
14. SPREAD RIGHT, POWER LEFT 27 SCREEN
15. DOUBLE TIGHT, POWER RIGHT, TE LEAD, PITCH 28
QB: TAKE SNAP DROP BACK ROLL RIGHT PASS DOWN FIELD TO THE TE CROSSING ON SLANT

2: PASS BLOCK TO RIGHT SIDE

TE: RELEASE BLOCK AT LINE 20 YARD SLANT ACROSS MIDDLE FOR BALL

Y: 10 YARD SLANT TAKE LB TO OUTSIDE

Z: 20-YARD POST TAKES FREE SAFETY DEEP ON COVERAGE

X: 10-YARD SLANT TAKE CB OUTSIDE

LT, LG, C, RG, RT: PASS BLOCK
STACK RIGHT FAKE 24 BOOTLEG PASS

QB: TAKE SNAP FAKE TO 2-BACK, AND ROLL RIGHT. MUST READ DEFENSE AND LOOK FOR OPEN MAN PASS DOWN FIELD. OPTION RUN

2: TAKE FAKE TO 4 HOLE
Y: 7YARD OUT

TE: 5-OUT AND TRY TO THROW LINEBACKER OFF COURSE.

F: 15 YARD SLANT

Z: 10 TO 12 YARD CURL

X: LINE-UP ON LINE OF SCRIMMAGE, RUN 25 YARD POST

RG, RT, C, LG, LT: PASS BLOCK
SINGLE BACK SPREAD FAKE 26 FLANKER DUMP

QB: TAKE SNAP FAKE TO 2 BACK, DROP BACK DUMP BALL OFF TO FLANKER TO RIGHT SIDE.

2: TAKE FAKE TO 6-HOLE

F: AT SNAP SWEEP TO RIGHT SIDE BEHIND 2-BACK, SET UP FOR PASS. TAKE PASS STAY TO THE OUTSIDE.

X: 20-YARD POST TAKE CB DOWN FIELD

Z: 10-YARD IN TAKE LB INSIDE

Y: 10-YARD SLANT

RT, RG: BLOCK IN

C, LG, LT: BLOCK UP
SINGLE BACK STACK LEFT FAKE 23 Y PASS

**QB:** TAKE SNAP FAKE TO 2 BACK AT 3 HOLE BOOTLEG OUT DUMP PASS TO Y GOING ACROSS MIDDLE

**2:** TAKE FAKE TO 3-HOLE

**X:** 10-YARD IN CRACK BACK ON OUTSIDE LINEBACKER

**F:** 15-YARD CURL TAKE CB OUTSIDE

**Z:** 20-YARD POST TAKE SAFETY DEEP AWAY FROM PASS

**Y:** 10-YARD SLANT ACROSS MIDDLE BEHIND LB TAKE BALL STRAIGHT UP FIELD

**LT:** BLOCK OUT

**LG:** BLOCK IN

**C, RG, RT:** BLOCK UP
SINGLE BACK SPREAD MOTION RIGHT X PASS

QB: DROP BACK SET UP PASS DEEP TO X-BACK.

2: PASS BLOCK AT LINE AROUND 6-HOLE

Y: 15-YARD SLANT TRY AND DRAW LB OUTSIDE

F: 20 YARD POST DRAW IN FREE SAFETY FOR COVER

Z: 20 YARD POST DRAW CORNER TO OUTSIDE

X: WHEN LINE IS SET MOTION DOWN LINE AT SNAP RUN 30 YARD POST, SHOULD BE SINGLE COVER, STAY INSIDE THE CB FOR PASS

LG, LT, C, RG, RT: PASS BLOCK
SINGLE BACK STRONG RIGHT DOUBLE TIGHT 28 SWEEP

QB: TAKE SNAP HAND OFF TO 2 BACK GOING RIGHT

2: TAKE HANDOFF TO 8 HOLE, FOLLOW BLOCKS

F: LEAD BLOCK TO 8 HOLE AND BLOCK EITHER FREE SAEFTY OR LINEBACKER.

Z: 7 YARD OUT TAKE CB TO OUTSIDE

R/TE: 5-YARD SLANT INSIDE BLOCK MLB

RG: PULL RIGHT TAKE ON OLB, DEFENSIVE END

RT: BLOCK IN

C: BLOCK UP

LG: BLOCK OUT

LT: BLOCK UP

L-TE: 10-YARD SLANT WORK BLOCK AT LB, CB
QB: TAKE SNAP FAKE TO FLANKER COMING ACROSS PITCH TO 2 BACK GOING BACK TO RIGHT SIDE

F: AT SNAP CROSS BACK TO LEFT TAKE FAKE TO 7-HOLE

2: TAKE PITCH TO 8 HOLE STAY INSIDE OF 2 BACK FOLLOW BLOCKS UP FIELD

RG: PULL, ROLL TO RIGHT BLOCK ON OUTSIDE LINEBACKER

TE: 7YARD SLANT BLOCK MLB

RT: BLOCK INSIDE

C, LG: BLOCK UP

LT: BLOCK IN

X: RUN DEEP SLANT TRY AND PICK UP FREE SAFETY IN COVERAGE

Z: RUN 20 YARD POST DRAW CB TO OUTSIDE
SINGLE BACK SPREAD RIGHT STRONG LEFT 36
SWEEP X REVERSE

QB: TAKE SNAP, HANDOFF TO FLANKER COMING BACK BLOCK
BACKSIDE PRESSURE

F: WHEN OFFENSE IS SET START IN MOTION TO RIGHT TAKE HAND OFF
RUN TOWARD 6 HOLE CROSS IN FRONT OF X BACK HAND BALL OFF TO X
COMING BACK BLOCK BACK SIDE PRESSURE

X: AT SNAP RUN LEFT CROSS BEHIND FLANKER FOR HAND OFF TAKE
BALL UP FIELD THROUGH 7 HOLE

2: A SNAP SWING LEFT TAKE CB OUTSIDE

Z: SLANT INSIDE CUT OFF OUTOUTSIDE LINEBACKER

TE: SLANT IN BLOCK MIDDLE LINEBACKER

LG: PULL LEFT BLOCK AT 7-HOLE

LT: BLOCK IN

C, RG, RT: BLOCK UP
QB: TAKE SNAP, PITCH TO 2 BACK GOING RIGHT
2: TAKE PITCH TO RIGHT SIDE STAY BETWEEN BLOCKS OF Z BACK AND FLANKER
Z: AT SNAP DRIVE CORNER BACK OUTSIDE
F: DRIVE UP FIELD BLOCK ON FREE SAFETY COMING UP ON PLAY
TE: SLANT INSIDE BLOCK IN ON OUTSIDE LINE BACKER
RT: BLOCK IN
RG, C: BLOCK UP
LG: BLOCK OUT
LT: BLOCK OUT
X: 1-YARD OUT
SINGLE BACK STRONG LEFT DOUBLE TIGHT FLANKER
LEAD 23 DIVE

QB: TAKE SNAP HAND OFF TO 2 BACK TO 3 HOLE

F: WHEN LINE IS SET MOTION RIGHT AT SNAP LEAD BLOCK TO 3 HOLE. BLOCK OUTSIDE LINE BACKER

2: TAKE HAND OFF TO 3 HOLE HIT HOLE STAY STRAIGHT UP FIELD

Z: RUN 20-YARD POST TRY AND KEEP FREE SAFETY IN COVER

L-TE: AT SNAP STEP OUTSIDE OF BLOCK AND ATTACK MIDDLE LINEBACKER, SHOULD BE ABLE TO CATCH MLB

R-TE: AT SNAP STEP OUTSIDE OF BLOCK AND ATTACK BACK INSIDE OF OUTSIDE LINE BACKER

LT: BLOCK OUT

LG: BLOCK IN

C, RG, RT: BLOCK UP
QB: TAKE DEEP SNAP FAKE HANDOFF TO 2 BACK BOOTLEG TO 7 HOLE HAND OFF TO X FOR REVERSE

2: TAKE FAKE TO 7 HOLE BLOCK BACKSIDE PRESSURE

X: AT SNAP DROP BACK SWEEP RIGHT CROSS BEHIND QB TAKE HAND OFF. USE BLOCKS STAY AT SIDE LINE UP FIELD

F: RUN QUICK SLANT OUTSIDE TAKE CORNER BACK OUT OFF BOUNDS

Z: RUN SHORT POST TAKE FREE SAFETY INSIDE

TE: STEP OUTSIDE OF BLOCK, AT LINE, BLOCK INSIDE ON OUTSIDE LINE BACKER

RT: BLOCK UP

RG: BLOCK IN

C: DEEP SNAP, BLOCK UP

LG: BLOCK OUT

LT: RELEASE BLOCK AT LINE STEP OUTSIDE AND BLOCK BACK IN ON MIDDLE LINE BACKER
QB: AT SNAP DROP BACK FOR PASS PLAY DUMP BALL OFF TO 2 BACK TO RIGHT SIDE

2: AT SNAP DRIFT TO RIGHT SIDE WAIT FOR DUMP PASS TAKE TO BALL UP SIDE LINE

TE: RELEASE MAN AT LINE BLOCK OUTSIDE ON CORNER BACK

F: 7-YARD IN BLOCK IN ON OUTSIDE LINE BACKER

Z: LEAD BLOCK UP FIELD

LT: BLOCK IN

RG, C, LG, LT: BLOCK UP

X: 15-YARD POST KEEP FREE SAFETY IN COVER
SINGLE BACK DOUBLE TIHGT POWER RIGHT 22 FAKE TE SWEEP

QB: TAKE SNAP, FAKE TO 2 BACK HAND BALL OFF TO THE TE COMING BACK ON SWEEP. BLOCK BACK SIDE PRESSURE

2: TAKE FAKE TO 2 HOLE TRY AND TRAP MIDDLE LINE BACKER INSIDE

L-TE: AT SNAP SPRINT RIGHT FOR SWEEEO TAKE BALL UP FIELD STAY OUTSIDE

R-TE: 7 YARD SLANT BLOCK INSIDE TRAP OUTSIDE LINE BACKER

Z: 10-YARD IN TAP BLOCK ON LB AND FREE SAFETY

F: SLANT TO OUTSIDE BLOCK CORNER BACK

RT, RG, C: BLOCK OUT

LG, LT: BLOCK UP
SINGLE BACK SPREAD RIGHT POWER LEFT 27 SCREEN

QB: TAKE SNAP DEEP DROP BOOTLEG RIGHT PASS LEFT BACK TO 2 BACK FOR SCREEN

2: DRIFT TO LEFT ON SNAP TAKE PASS SPLIT LINE AT 7 HOLE

Z: 10-YARD OUT BLOCK CORNER BACK TO OUTSIDE

TE: 5 TO 7 YARD SLANT TRAP LB INSIDE

LT: PULL LEFT LEAD BLOCK TO 7 HOLE

F: ATTACK LINE OF SCRAMMAGE. BLOCK DEFENSIVE END AND TACKLE

RG, C, RT, LG: PASS BLOCK

X: 15-YARD SLANT TRY AND KEEP FREE SAFETY IN COVER
**SINGLE BACK DOUBLE TIGHT POWER RIGHT TE LEAD**

**PITCH 28**

**QB:** AT LINE SET OFFENSE, LET TE GO IN MOTION, SNAP BALL AFTER TE CROSSES BEHIND CENTER, PITCH BACK TO 2 BACK AT 8 HOLE

**L-TE:** WHEN OFF IS SET GO MOTION RIGHT DRIVE CORNER BACK TO OUTSIDE

**R-TE:** 5 TO 7 YARD SLANT TRAP LINEBACKER AND STRONG SAFETY TO INSIDE

**Z:** 10 TO 15 YARD IN TRAP FREE SAFETY INSIDE

**2:** AT SNAP DRIFT RIGHT TAKE PITCH TO 8 HOLE. FOLLOW BLOCKS

**RT:** BLOCK IN

**RG, C:** BLOCK UP

**LG, LT:** BLOCK OUT

**F:** ATTACK AT LINE BLOCK DEFENSIVE END. MUST BLOCK TO GET PLAY STARTED